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Attached is the mission memo for Desktop Operating Systems. It will be
presented at the upcoming wodd wide directors meeting, and then discussed
in detail at next week’s Exec Retreat. It will serve as the working
document for our business.
As you’re probably aware, the company is coalescing product marketing into a
small number of Marketing Missions. The missions own overall product
marketing for the products in the mission. This will ensure greater unity
of messages, less confusion for the field and customers, and greater
internal efficiency.
Each mission has a mission executive and a mission marketing owner.
The various m{ss{ons are:
- Desktop Operating Systems (MS-DOS, Windows, WfW, Chicago, Win NT
[desktop]). Exec is bradsi, marketing owner is Bradc.
- Servers (Win NT AS, Cairo, server products including EMS}. Exec is Jimall.
- Desktop Apps (Office, Excel, Word, Access, etc). Exac is Peteh.
- Development Tools (VC+ +, VB, Fox, etc). Exec is Rogerh.
- Consumer. Exec is PattyS
- Online services. Exec is RussS.
- At Work. Exec is Karenh.
< < File Attachment: DESKTOP.DOC > >
I have also attached a memo from Mikemap on the topic.
< < File Attachment: MISSION.DOC > >
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Desktop Operating
Systems. Mission--Draft
To: Executive Staff, Regional Directors
From: Brad Silverberg1
Cc: PSG Marketing
Subject: Desktop Operating Systems Mission---Draft

Executive Summary
We see four major challenges in the desktop operating system business:
,

Launching Chicago and selling over 30M OEM and retail units in the first twelve months

*

Reaching $3B in desktop OS revenue by FY97
Making the entire line of Windows products: Windows NT, Chicago, At-work and Winpad - as a
complementary, scalable reset and not a confus~g [iabi, lity

o

Keeping middlewam such as Notes, Novel[, Open Doc and DSOM, and OS competitors such as
OS/2 and Personal Nev, vare, at bay

The challenges we face, and the efforts required by various groups, are summarized as follows:

Product
Marketing

Key competitive tasl~
Key Target
Key Chicago Ltund=
Tusk=
* 20% peaetration of . Hammer home the
¯ Clear, compelling
lack of long term
the W’mdows
po~o~ng
viability for OS/2
i~stalled
base
over
24
¯ Conlrol PR messages
, R~nove need for
months
before launch
middlewar~
¯ Broad distr~mion
¯ Innovative tact~ to
m-~et

1 Ma~ thanks to Rich Freedma~ t’or the hard work pr~-pa~n% this docum¢at and Paul Mari~ for helpful review.
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¯
¯

OEM

¯

OEMs shipping
Chicago on day one

¯

Large Account
Sales

¯

Lay early
groundwork for
positive evaluation

Medium and
Small account
sales

¯

Build a Chicago
business c~se for
VAILs

* Chicago wins in 2~% *
of larg¢ Windows
accounts within 12
months
* V~R channel wained ¯
and armed before
launch

DRG

¯

PSS

¯

Chicago-exploitive
versions of major
apps
Cowr 100% of calls
at launch

¯
¯

$40/PC average at
minimum

Cut off counterfeit
No OEM wins for
PNW, DR DOS, PCDOS or 0S/2
Use EMS, NT and
Chicago to keep
Notes at bay

Use WfW/Chicago
~ the foundation of
an MS solution
against Novell
¯ Notes
50% of the top 100
apps by 90 days after ¯. Appware
¯ OS/2
launch
¯ ’Keep customers
Quality support
happy on electronic
support at less than
forums
6% of revenues

Product packaging strategy
Chicago Packaging
In considering Chicago packaging and pricing options, we followed these guidelines:
¯ Maintain or grow OEM market share without lowering price
¯ Have a simple and compelling Chicago message
¯ Seed the Win32 API as broadly as possible
¯ Rationalize today’s multiple client OS offering~
A "Base/Premium" packaging swategy was considered at length but ultimately rejected. This strategy
would have def’med two versions of W’mdows: Base, a subset of Chicago sold to OEM’s, and
Premium, the full set of Chicago capabilites targeted at the retail customer, and available to the OEM at
a premium price. We rejected the BaseJPremium SlZatagy because:
* Creating two versions of Windows would have caused mass confusion
* We would spend more time defending our packaging strategy than talking about the product
- The Chicago feature set cannot be divided into two products each with a legitimate positioning
Our final Chicago packaging strategy defines only one version of Windows with a simple, compelling
positioning. OEM and retail Chicago are the same bits. We are also creating a"Frosting" product
which is simply an add-on to Chicago and sold separately,z
Windows ArT packaging
Our ultimate goal is to make W’mdows NT disappear as a separate product and package it as a power

mode of the high-volume, mainstream product (much like Eahanced Mode in Windows 3.0/3.1). First,
2We may move some feat~es targeted at adminislrators into the Resource

2
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however, we must resolve issues relating to hardware/software compatibility and device support issues
so ,.hat it"mode transition" can be smooth. Oncc these issues are resolved, which we see happening in
the Cairo/Memphis timeframe, Win NT wilI be merged into desktop Windows.

Market Overview and Revenue Analysis
The analysis on the following page outlines historical and projected PSG revenues. It makes the
following assumptions in projecting future revenues:
¯
*
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯

PC market growth:. As per Joachimk estimates
OEMroyalties: Conservatively estimatedto increase slightly over the period
OEMpentratiorc. Estimated to increase slightly as we close offnaked systems and as Chicago
replaces PC-DOS on some IBM PCs
Upgrade pricing:. The street price of a W’mdows Upgrade will increase from today’s $49 to $99.
Given an expected channel mark-up of 8%-18%, this price translates to$g2 revenue to Microsoft
Future of the Full Packaged Product The FPP exists only Io create a price ceiling, and so sales
will be modest
Windows NTsales: Projected to accelerate after Lhe release of Cairo in mid-1995
Frosting sale~. Projected that 20% of retail Upgraders would purchase Frosting, and 5% of OE!vl
Chicago customers would buy Frosting at retail."
Upgrade penetration: Windows Upgrade unit projections assume an annual upgrade cycle, with
major releases in FY95 and FY97 (13% penelration) and a minor release in FY96 (7% penetration)
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Revenue Analysis i

J
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In add~o~ ov~ ~e ~ ~95 - ~97, we pmje~ ~at desk~op OS g~ m~g~ will ~e ~e~
to five ~ b~ on ~o ~pfi~ ~out o~ re~ bus~e=:
¯

I~r~ed~ ~# r~= ~ r~u¢ to Mi~oso~ f~ an OS Up.de w~ go ~m $40 today
to ov~ $80 for ~go

¯

A~em ofCD~ CD SKUs will ~mp~e ov~ half of ~1 up.des over ~ period ~ comped to
0% today. CD u~es ~st $6 I~ to p~u~ ~ floppy upon.
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Business Investments
Headcount
Overall Systems Division headcount is expect to remain flat over the next three years. PSG headcount
will also remain flat, modulo reorganizations and reallocations of persormel to align along Desktop OS
lines.
Alliances, acquisitions and purchased technology
The technologies acquired for Chicago are:
¯

IME (Far Eastern support): $1.6M ah’eady paid for Win 3.1 and NT work; another $l.05M due
between now and 4/1/95
¯ File viewers: Licensed from SCC for S462K plus marketing benefits
¯ lm.~ge color matching technology:. Licensed fi’om Kodak for $347K
¯ PCMCIA services: Licensed from SystemSoft for $100K
¯ Tape backup support: License in negotiation. Cost $0 - $250K
¯ Other miscellaneous: Includes font rehinting ($42K); replacements for Paintbush ($88K),
Terminal ($20K), and MS-DOS Edit ($15K); client backup agent ($75K), a parallel port NDIS
driver ($’25K), accessibility work ($30K), and other miscellaneous ($50K)
¯ Outside contractors: Budgeted at $3.4M for Chicago
We expect that Nashville, which is not envisioned as a core technology release, will rely more on
licensed technology than Chicago in order to free up development resources for Memphis. Also, PSG
has historically not paid royalties and we expect this ~’end to continue.

Assumptions: Technology/Platforms
The gating hardware for a desk’top operating syste~n release is the installed base, although not all of it;
data from past operating ~’stems upgrades indicates that almost 90"~ of purchases were made by
customers who had purchased PCs within the last fl’u’ee years. Using this data, we set the minimum
configuration as the "sweets’pot" PC three years before the release date, and set the recommended
configuration as the "sweetspo~ PC on the release date. Thechart below outlines these hardware
targets as well as new technologies the operating system will need to exploit over time:

Chicago

Release
Date
H2, 1994

Nashville

t-I2, 1995

Memphis

1-12, 1996

Release

Minimum
Recommended
Other exlpoited hardware and new
technologie~
configuration
confignration
386DX, 4MB, VGA 486, 8MB, SVGANet card, CD-ROM, sound, modem,
Pen, tape drive, PnP, multimedia,
InterneS
DSP, MM video hardware support, video
486, 4MB, SVGA Pentium, 8MB,
conferencing, ISDN, PDA’s
SVGA
486, 8MB, SVGA Pentium, 16MB, ATM, raor~ cool MM

We should note that "minimum configttratioff’ as used here is a realistic minimum, and that users with
the minimum configuration will f’md product performance acceptable.
MS 5058503
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Product Release Schedule

The product release plans for PSG over the next three years are as follows:

Product CY 1994
Win NT
~
. performance
version
¯ WOW
¯ OpenGL
Chicag----’--~ ~"
.
based
version
.
¯

Memphis NT - HI
’/Caixo
Mid-year
CY -1995
| ~"~erver emphasis
/ * OFS
/ ¯ DFS, DS, Directory
~-based shell -----------

Cbiea~o - H2 ~
~.se of use, PnP
OS, API’s; OLE2
32-bk
Improved connectivity
Mobile support

~ Cairo client-side support
¯ Features cut from Chicago
¯ Improved MM support
¯ Improved connectivity,
mobile - Mid_~
!_Nashville

1996
,,CYOFS
¯ OLE/VB customizable UI
-~
¯

Same as Memphis NT

Competitive Product Issues
Competitive advan~ag~ vs. 0S/2

Installed ba.r~ / brand name: Most Windows users would never considex 0S/2 an upgrade path
Hardware and softmare compatibilitY:. Advantage today, bezomes even bigg~x if Win32
applications become prevalent. We have much better device coverage and sustainable because
Chicago supports existing real-mode drivers.
¯ performance and lower resource requh’ements: Unlikely that OS/2 will ever run properly on 4MB
or outperformChicago on 8MB
¯ PrtP; ease of setup and configuration: OS/2 is difficult to configure. OS/2 is likely to have some
limited form of PaP, which may reduce Chicago’s advantage.
¯ Ease of use: Workplace Shell is unusable by novices
connectivity and manageability: OS/2 has no built-in networking today. Chicago wilt have
¯ Better
clients, peer, mail, db, sktop management, backup, great Nov¢ll support, great !,IT AS support, etc.

¯
¯

¯
¯

Better support for notebook PC’s: In addition to size advantages, Chicago will have great docking
station support, remote network access, fax, remote mail. file synch.
W’m32 and OLI~ -32:OS/2 won’t have it. OSr2 is a de, adoend for new Windows API’s.

Competitive disadvantages vs. 0S/2

MarketL, tg budget: OS/2 marketing is a priority at IBM. We estimate OS/2"s FY94 U.S.
marketing budget at $’25M as opposed to $6M for all of PSG (2IS-DOS, Windows, and WfW);
IBM spent an estimated $2M on the Fiesta Bowl alone.
¯ Sales forefoot: IBM’scorp°ratesalesf°rceispu~hingOS/2ineveryc°rp°rat~acc°unt
~ Developm~t focus:. All IBM development focus is on 0S/2, while we have split efforts between
expea~siv¢ and requires hug~ int~nai coordination efforts
Chicago and NT which is vmy
VMs, giving it a per~:,mal robusm~ss advantage.
¯ R.obusm~ss: OS/2 runs W’mI6 apps in ~
We can addt~s reality of robusme~s in Chicago, but not th~ pe~-ption until Nashville.
¯ pre-emption’. Similar to above; we can address by doing some form of Wi~16 pre-emption in
Nashville
o Mult~m~lia: Preemption and thr~ds give O~2 the advantag- Should b~ addressed in Nashville.

¯
~d
~

~

441
(~_,~ -.~
~
(~
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Competitive advantages vs. Mac
¯ Price/performance: This advantage could be lost if Power PC and PPC-specifie apps deliver as
promised
¯ Range of available software and hardware: ISV and I14V momentum are with Windows
¯ DeveIopment tools: Neither of the two major tools vendors develops for the Mac
¯ Multitasking
.
¯ Modern look: The Mac UI has become dated; expect Apple to remedy this problem
¯ Connectivity. Still a weak area for Apple if you want to connect to the corporate net_ Novell’s
upcoming Mac client will help this problem a lot
Competitive disadvantages vs. Mac
¯ Ease of hardware configuration: Chicago should diminish this advantage substantially
¯ Ease ofsoftware configuration: App uninstall would help here
¯ General OS ease of use. Apple will still be ahead in some areas but the gap will have been
significantly closed. Apple is very worried.
¯ OS multimedia services: QuickaSme is considered better than Windows MM. Not expected to
change until Nashville.
¯ DTP. Apple stays ahead in DTP and the high-end graphics arts realm.
¯ 2D/3D graphics and multimedia tools: Selection of tools for Mac is much wider than for
Win dows.
¯ Mobile support. Apple was ahead with Powerbook and ALIA. Chicago should catch up and
hopefully surpass the Mac.

Marketing Strategy
Short Term (pre-Chicago)
Desktop OS marketing strategies before Chicago ships are:
¯ WfW: Position as WfW as the "next release" of W’mdows, "Win 3.2 in all but namd’ with focus
on speed. This has been done with notable success in Canada, U.K. and Nordic. Worldwide selb
through for the WfW Upgrade in December 93 wa~ 200K
¯ Windows NT: As a desktop OS, position towards the high-end, workstation market as a Unix-like
competitor and as a platform for mission-oritical application development
¯ MS-DOS 6.2 Upgrade: Being used in the U.S. to test broad-reach, consumer marketing tactics in
preparation for Chicago
Chicago time-frame
Cus-tomer~
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
o

Opinion Icaderm Pros and highly influential user~ such as beta or early experience testers, and
thos~ active on elecnxmie forums
First Wave:. Defined as use~ who typically upgrade their operating system; about 20*,4 of all users
Next Wave: Defined a~ nser~ who buy software or have purchase influence but typically do not
upgrade their operating system; about 40% of all users
Small and medium organizations: Any organization that ha~ a"one-to-many" buying pattern but
Large organizations: Those companies, goverameut~ and nniversities in direct contact with the MS
field sales force
VARs: Especially good customer for Chicago due to improved connectivity and manageability
7

-
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¯
¯

OEMs: Any manufacturer whose business model necessitates bundling Windows
[SVs: Commerical vendors and in-house authors of Windows applications

Communication Methods
¯ Positioning: The Chicago position~g, although not finaL, is expected to rest heavily on ease, being
a powerful platform for the future, connectivity, and manageability. A clear, simple, compeIling
for Chicago is absolutely critical. Confusion is our number one enemy.
¯ PR: As always, PR. will be the most important communications tactic for all customer segments,
and we plan to communicate through both trade and extended-reach PP. vehicles. However, while
PR alone is sufficient for First Wave communications, it is not sufficient for any other segment.
¯ Advertising: Unnecessary for the First Wave, although expected to be tested in a larger and more
expensive role in Second Wave communications
¯. Other communication methods (Direct mail, collateral, point of sale, etc.): Not expected to play a
major roIe except in specific targeted marketing efforts .
Marketing Spending
PSG marketing efforts have always relied heavily on PR. Consequently, the percentage of retail
revenue spent on PSG marketing has traditionally been low, and as low as 3% in the case of the M~
DOS 6 Upgrade.
The biggest potential change in the PSG marketing model is a shift to a more intensive appeal to the
Next Wave. Market research i~dicates that awareness is a huge problem in the Next Wave, and we
have failed to datv to devise an inexpensive yet effective way to speak to them. Should we decide to
use tactics such as advertising and event marketing, the cost of marketing would increase.
Support
Major support Lqsues are:
¯ Support restrictions: We are considering moving to 30-day support to Chicago from the current
90-day U.S. model. In addition, we are unlikely to provide any free support on high-support
components such as TCP/IP, peer, manageability, network install., etc.
¯ Launch staft’mg levels: The lesson from MS-DOS 6 is that packed PSS lines fuel the perception of
product problems and create frustrated, vocal customers. The old PSS model of stalling to 80% of
peak demand is too risky with high-volume, high-vis~ility products. In the future we will s-tatTto
100% of peak demand.
¯ Launch resouroes: Inital forecasts indicate that Chicago may require as many as 800 additional
technicians in the U.S.; flexible outsoureing of product support is an inevitability. Obviously, lots
of creative thought nee.d~! here.
¯ Third party support: Solution p~oviders and other third party support providers will be trained to
support finur~ rei~as~
Sales Strategy
¯ Opinion leaders: Use lradtional PR tactics and new information highway-based tactics to create a
buzz and build pre-launeh momentum
* First Wave: Creme a sense of"coolness" through pr~-Iaunch coverage in the trade press
* Next Wave: Use non-traditional vehicles, channels, bundles and big ideas to reach deep into the
installed base of W’mdows users
¯
Small and medium organizations: Attack through SP’s and jurnp~art evaluation through massive
early experience programs
Large organizations: Remove barriers for mass adoplion
, OEMs: Getear|ycommitunent~toshipC’nicago
I~S 5058506
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¯
¯

VARs: Train and demonsmaze how they ca~ make money on Chicago
ISVs: Smother with information, create a sense of inevitability of success, and provide clear
direction on how best to exploit new services in Windows

Distribution Strategy
¯ Breadth: Target Chicago breadth is 20K outlets in the U.S. as compared to the MS-DOS 6
Upgrade, which hit a Microsoft-record 13K oudets at launch. Potential channels include
supermarkets (unlikely, however, at $99), video and record stores
¯ International: Spend more time helping the subs increase d~tribution
¯ Leverage: Use partners to create inexpensive, incremental breadth. Example: DOS for Dummies
got us a new channel (bookstores) and resulted in 1,000 incremental outlets in the U.S. at aknost no
cost

¯
¯
¯

CD: Chicago is f’trst test of dism’buting encrypted bits on CD
OEM: Use OEM’s as a vehicle for distn’buting the CD containing encrypted bits
On-line: Could be used to deliver patches and small step-up products

Packaging/Licensing Model
In addtion the the altemafiv~ dicussed in the "Product Stategy":
¯ CD-only sk-u: Options are a CD-onty sku or including a CD in all floppy sku’s. CD-only sku’s
have not done well to date. However, slne~ the cogs savings ate so large, our goal is to make the
CD sku so appealing that no CD-ROM drive owner will buy the floppy sk’u. For example, the CDonly sku would include printed documentation, come in the same size package as the floppy sku,
and include exla’a bits. Another alternative is to charge more for the floppy sk’u.
* "Highest and best use": We are currently e, xplodag the best use for the remaining space on the CD
skat: Encrypted MS products such as Consumer or Office,, multimedia clips to encourage purchase
of the CD sku, renting out space to other ISV’s, on-linE documentation, catalogue selling, etc.
¯ Resource Kit: Maybe used to offload corporate features to save on cogs in the floppy sku
Programs and Initiatives
Aside from marketing and PIL the major programs under consideration include:
¯ Early evaluators: Seed huge numbers (250K in the U.S.) of final beta units to build momentum
and squelch the perception of a .0 release
* Information highway.marketing: Use the information highway to create a building buzz on
Chicago
Competitive Marketing Str-tcgicl~
¯
¯
.
¯
¯
¯

Push, Push, Push OEM$ to ship Chicago and not just license it
Position as a Windows utility and a dead-end
Focus, focus, focus oa driving ISVs to Win32
Conduct thorough technical analysis of all OS/’2 product releases
A~ively publiciz~ product incompat~ilit~s, present and future., and other shortcomings via PR
and the information highway
ISV support for Mierosoft’s object strategy to counter OpenDo¢, D$OM.

Novell
¯

Provide gr~at MierosoR Nctwar¢ eli~at to kct’.p NOVEII client off the desktops and demonstrate to
customer~ that we want to work with Net~rare,

MS 5058507
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Position Personal Net’ware as not adding any value over the Negate 4.0 client.
Position DR DOS as "as incompatible as ever"."
Conduct thorough technical analysis of all product releases.
Aggressively publicize product incompatibilites, present and future, and other shortcomings via PR
and the information highway
, Aggressively communicate Microsoft’s object story to fight AppWare.

,
¯
¯
¯

Apple
Position Mac System as aa OS past its prime and losing ISV momentum
Neutralize Apple’s remaining ease-of-use advantage -"They still do some things easier, but unlike
the past, now we do some things easier:’ Highlight the button as an ease-of-use innovation.
However, avoid getting into an ease-of-use battle with Apple
Get ISV’s to adopt OLE2 to counter OpenDoc

¯
¯
¯
¯

Dependencies and shared objectives

Microsoft Applications: The most important ISV of all. Relying on delivery of great Chicagoexploitive apps at or near launch to make our"Win32 everywhere" strategy credt’ble
¯ DRG: Retying on to chive 1SVs to deliver great Chicago-exp;oitlve, Win32/OLE2 apps
¯ OLE2: Many components of product depend on OLE2-32.
¯ WGA: Delivering information center and mail technology for Chicago. Goal is that positioning of
Capone/Local Message StoreJEMS (the "Information Center") will be one positioning leg or subleg ofDelivering
Chicago iifformation highway connectivity, including Internet connectivity, for Chicago.
o MOS:

¯

Dependent on Chicago to seed the MOS client
Cairo: Building key technology for Nashville and Memphis releases
At-work: Delivering fax and TAPI. Dependent on Chicago to building an iztstalled bas~ of Atwork-compatible fax clients
W’mpad: Delivering PIM for Chicago. Dependent on Chicago to seed Winpad-compatible PI2Vl
External: Dependent on OEMs to license and ship Chicago
External: Dependent on great Win32 apps, PnP hardware and PnP PCs for future success
External: Dependent on Intel to keep us price/performance competitive vs. System 7 and the
Workplace OS on the Power PC

¯
¯
¯
~
¯
¯

Key success factors
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯

A Chicago that delivers performanc¢, stability, compatibility, and features that work as promised
OEM’s adopt Chicago quickly
Clear, consistent, compelling positioning. Unified messages from Microso~
Chicago-exploitive software and hardware
Positive PR and reviews, positive word of mouth from beta testers and corporate evaluators.

Risks
¯

¯
¯

Co~afns~ messages from Microsoft: Avoid repeating the mistak= of Windows NT and the lust
releas~ of Witxdows for Workgroups, which was to over- and mis-position the products for
competitive reasons. Sl~ifically, Chicago is not a Notes killer. While our message will
interrelat~ with E2dS, it will not focus on sellin~ EMS or competing with Notes. Our focus is to
sell Chicago, a~l o~r message will support that focus.
Bad PR: Chicago not perceived as rock solid, shortcomings, missing features, or the press turns on
Chicago
OElvls stall on migrating to Chicago

ws 50585o8 -
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¯
¯
¯
¯

IBM successfully c, lones Win32 or OLE2
ISVs stall on W’ml6
OS/2 2.2 runs well on 4MB or outperforrr~ Chicago on 8MB
The combination of Power PC and PPC-specific Mac apps creates an overwhelming
price/performance advantage vs. the combination of the Pentinm, Chicago and Win32 apps

MS 5058509
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Mission Focused Marketing
The business unit concept has served Microsoft very well and we want to retain it as the
basis of how we are organized. However, as we have created more products and become
larger, it has become increasingly difficult to explain to our customers, sales forces and
other influentials what our broad strategies and goals are and how products relate to these
goals.
Therefore, we want to create a structure where marketing plans and messages can be
managed at a level higher than business units. These new structures will be called
missions. Tkis will mean that a high percent of our marketing people will be located in
the mission function and a small number of people will remain with each product as
product marketing. Each mission will have an executive called the Mission Executive
who will be responsible for the marketing effort. Reporting to the Mission Executive will
be a Mission Manager responsible to execute the marketing functions. The group
supporting the mission will control all the marketing funds, messages, etc. Each product
would retain a small marketkug function. Responsibilities will be more product-centric,
focusing on product planning, product requirements research, competitive analysis, as
well as insuring their products are represented by the Mission Manager.
The missions are defined as follows:
1. Desktop operating systems - OEM and Retail
The products in this mission are W’mdows, Chicago, Frosting, NT, MSDOS. Brad
Silverberg will be the mission executive. He will continue having responsibility for PSG
and shared technology components.
2. Productivity Applications (personal and group)
o
This is primarily the Office suite of products. The marketing of Access to endusers, standalone or Office Professional, will be included in this mission in the same way
that Word, Excel, and PowerPoint are included. The marketing of Access to developers
will be owned by the developer mission. Ot.h~ applications products not in the Offie~
will also be in this mission- Project will be managed as today, but within this mission.
Pete Higgins will be the productivity applications mission exe~-utive.
These businesses are also cross platform (Mac and UNIX as needed).
3. BackOffiee Computing Product~

NTAS, SqkSvr, ¢ommSvr, Networking, Sys Mgmt .fun Allchin will be the
mission executive. Like Brad, Jim will have thre~ rc~-ponsibilities; NT / Cairo
development, shared eomponetrts, and Backoffice Computing mission management.
Tom Evslin will be a sub-mission executive for Work Group within this mission.

Mission discussion, MISSION.DOC 6/17/94 ¯
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4. Consumer
Money, Kids, games, Utopia, Works, Publisher, Mouse, high volume low cost
add-ins. Patty Stonesffer will be the mission executive.
5. Development tools
Marketing ofVB, VC, Fox, and complimentary tools products to developers will
be in this mission. Also this mission will coordinate developer support activities. The
mission executive is Roger Heinen.
6. Online systems
Russell Siegelman will be the mission executive.
7. At Work
The product groups included in this mission are the telephony systems, handhelds,
printing, fax, copier, audio products, and core shared communications. The mission will
be managed by Karen Hargrove.
8. Advanced Consumer systems
Craig Mundie is the mission executive.
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Work to be accomplished:
The details of how we will organiz2 these activities are vague. There is much "&ork to be
done to understand what will be done at what level in the organization. Several projects
are underway to answer many of the questions you probably have.
1. Each mission manager define the scope and potential for the mission. (See Steveb
memo).
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2. Task force to think about marketing broadly at MS and where responsibilities should
lie. (In process by MikeMap).
3. Organizational changes that may be needed within each division to support missions
are being discussed in each division.
4. The sales and marketing roles in USFG and ~e other subs are being reviewed in of
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